
In a world-wide environment of dynamic supply and demand shifts, the 
increased volatility and reduced certainty created has traditional 
transportation management systems and carrier portals struggling to adapt 
to help manage the current chaos of coordinating carrier bookings, 
confirmations and purchase orders for today's global Logistics Service Provider.  

Intelligent Carrier Management by Slync.io streamlines tedious processes and 
accelerates productivity with automated workflows, to reduce dependencies 
on administrative labor, increase margins, and avoid disruptions. 
Transactional activities can now be centralized in at scale, in real-time, across 
key strategic regions, accounts and systems built for the global logistics industry. 

Powered by an award-winning orchestration platform, Slync.io 
synchronizes both enterprise and manual systems to enable seamless 
data harmonization and insights within a single, dynamic system. Slync’s 
platform enables an unprecedented level of connectivity and visibility 
empowering organizations to digitally transform operations in months, not 
years. 

Leading Freight Forwarders are leveraging Logistics Orchestration® to; 

Operators shouldn't 
be buried in emails and 
spreadsheets.

Digitalize your carrier 
booking confirmation 
(carrier S/O) process 
and gain instant 
visibility across your 
entire logistics network 
on a single screen.

Improve data accuracy;  eliminate dependencies on email,  
spreadsheets and manual updates across core systems

Optimize resources; shift from reactive to proactive with automated 
workflows to increase margins

Create competitive advantage; improve customer retention with un-
biased transactional insights into carrier performance in real-time.

Intelligent Carrier 
Management by Slync.io
It’s time to simplify & upgrade the ocean booking process at origin

https://www.slync.io/
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Intelligent Carrier Management by Slync.io helps to;

Automate the management of the carrier booking confirmation process 
Improve workforce productivity and accelerate customer outcomes with the right files, key data, changes and 
exceptions communicated transparently and digitally, right where your operators work. 

Ingest emails, documents & parse data 
With intuitive exception detection to receive, compare, validate and confirm booking information, operators are no 
longer left with the tedious task of manually having to validate line-by-line for deviations and updating spreadsheets 
and other systems. Real-time transactional data is synchronized and harmonized, eliminating information lags and 
breaking down silos for better decision making.  

Reduce cost & attract new business
Spend less time chasing carrier confirmation updates or repetitive issues and more time bringing in new business. With 
automated escalation routing operators are automatically alerted when an issue is detected, escalating by severity and 
type to management accordingly. Productivity reaches new potentials for accelerated, sustained growth. 

Improve process adherence & contract compliance
Achieve consistency on a global scale across customer service regions 
for a more predictable (and profitable) customer experience without 
margin-eroding inconsistencies from local service desk to service desk.

Proactively avoid risks  & add-value to customers
Issues can be proactively avoided before they have the opportunity to 
make a big impact for your key clients. With operational dashboards & 
workflows that focus on time-bound activities, by account, indicating 
shipment life cycle and status, operators are alerted by trade lane on 
potential shortfalls and empty pick-up risks. Potential disruptions are 
avoided pre-vessel and your team becomes the supply chain heroes 
we all need. 

Automating your ocean booking confirmation process is essential
With Intelligent Carrier Management by Slync.io, the Logistics Orchestration® platform intuitively collects, curates and 
validates critical carrier booking confirmations automatically across disparate vendors and systems for truly exceptional 
customer experience and logistics management globally. 

Email connect@slync.io to setup a conversation on how to get started orchestrating your supply chain today. 

https://www.slync.io/



